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漓江画派专题学习网站以模块化开发为理念，实现上采用 ASP.NET 与 SQL 
SERVER 数据库技术相结合，设计并实现了一个 B/S 架构的漓江画派专题学习网
站，利用 Microsoft Visual Studio.NET 工具结合使用 SQL Server2005 数据库、




















The internet has changed our lifestyles in many ways. It shortens the distance 
between us and speeds up information transmission. Various resources can be shared 
by society, which advances the efficiency of working and study and promotes 
economic growth. At the same time, it provides a platform for cultural exchanges. 
Information as an important strategic resource, if effectively developed and made full 
use of, can serve an important driving force for social and economic development. 
Lijing School of Chinese Painting is a cultural brand in Guangxi and a key discipline 
in Guangxi Arts Institute. To facilitate popularity of the school, cultivation of fine arts 
talents in the information era, advancement of theoretical research, it is necessary that 
design and implementation of Lijiang School of Chinese Painting Project website be 
carried out. 
This dissertation is dedicated to discussion of design and implementation of 
Li-Jiang School of painting Projects Website, including the background, contents, 
theoretical framework, conception, strategy and methods involved as well as analysis 
on the modules planning on the website.  
Adopted the concept of modular development, Lijiang School of Chinese 
Painting Website characterized by a B/S structure, is designed by combining 
ASP.NET technology and SQL database. With application of Microsoft Visual 
Studio.NET tools, SQL Server 2005 database, ASP.NET and ADO.NET in the design 
of the website, a concise interface with the characteristics of easy management, 
simple operation, orderly layout and facilitating guidance is achieved.  
The implementation of "Lijiang School of Chinese Painting Website" promotes 
arts research, demonstration, teaching of the discipline, which is innovation in 
research and teaching of painting.  
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基于 ASP.NET 的漓江画派专题学习网站设计与实现 
4 
题学习网站的开发环境：Microsoft Visual Studio 集成开发环境，网站开发语言：
ASP.NET + C# + HTML 语言，网站后台数据库：SQL Server，开发环境运行平台：
Windows。网站服务器在 window server 2003 环境下搭建 IIS，网站的平面设计和
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